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Why Design Matters
by Will Keillor
Reference Librarian

Being a Friend Has Its Benefits!
• Leave a Legacy. For every $25 donation,

•
•

•

a beautiful bookplate will be placed in a book
in the subject area of your choice. It may be a
“Gracious donation” from you or “In Honor,”
or “In Memory” of someone you choose.
Cultivate Your Curiosity. Borrow
books, DVDs, Great Courses, Audiobooks &
Kindles from the Bethel University Library.
Be Informed. Receive newsletters
featuring library updates, staff news,
upcoming events, book reviews, new
purchases, etc.
Build Community. Receive invitations
to and attend events with others like yourself,
who want to...

Make a difference for The
Bethel University Community
now and in the future

When’s the last time you
tried to enter a store by
pulling open the door, only
to realize that the handle
was labelled “push”? We
tend to think if we were a
bit more clever or careful
we wouldn’t have had such a
silly problem. But the truth
is, it often has a lot less to
do with the cleverness of the
user than it does the care that
was put into the design of the
object or system.
This makes the matter of
design pretty important to
our ability to use an object.
Greek designer Katerina
Kamprani, in her recent
“Uncomfortables” series
(http://www.kkstudio.gr/
projects/the-uncomfortable),

had some fun with the idea of
how annoying bad design can
be. Forks with hinged tines,
stock pots with both handles
on one side, and chairs with
convex seats are just some of
the almost cruelly un-usable
objects in the series.
Design matters to us in
the library because we have
a lot of people “walking
through our doors” online,
on our website. In fact, the
library homepage (bethel.
edu/library) is the most
frequently used page on the
Bethel website aside from
the Bethel homepage. So,
we need people to make it
through that door and into
the information that they
need.
But, it isn’t so easy to
avoid confusing people.
The heart of the difficulty

is that the library
user’s expectations and
intentions are generally
fairly simple (e.g. I want
5 good articles on my
topic), but the reality
of how all the needed
information comes
together is relatively
complex. So in the
design you want to avoid
Image courtesy of
presenting an overly
www.kkstudio.gr/projects/the-uncomcomplex picture to
fortable
the user at any one
time; however, you
there. Realizing that it would
can’t reliably do the
thinking for the user or over- therefore become all the
more important for library
simplify.
users to understand when
It’s a tough balance,
and where they could go to a
not least because finding
different resource influenced
the best information and
a re-design of the library
doing research is messy
website.
and somewhat difficult,
We added prominent
frustrating, stretching, and
options
for finding specific
rewarding; you can’t change
that fundamental fact with a
Continued on page 2
new design. But, hopefully
you can get people in the
Inside this Issue
door.
What Will Your
A New Layout
2
Legacy Be?
This summer the library
Where Good Ideas
got a new search product,
3
Make All the Difference
called “Summon,” that brings
A Hive of Activity
4
us closer to having just one
Looking for a Good
place to search for articles,
4
Read?
books, videos, and so on.
Closer, but not all the way
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What Will Your Legacy Be?
By Calvin Konop
President of the Friends

The Friends of
the Library’s main
goal is to promote
lifelong learning
for everyone! Not
just for students.

What kind of legacy do I
want to leave behind? That’s a
question that I’ve been asking
myself a lot lately. I’ve been
reading The Testament by John
Grisham, and the premise is
that a billionaire leaves behind
a large fortune, as well as an
international company, to a sole
heir: an illegitimate child that
no lawyer or family member
has heard of.
John Grisham writes a
pretty riveting tale and has kept
my attention by adding a lot of
the subtlety of human nature
that so many authors overlook.
Within the first 50 pages
of the book you’ve met and
said goodbye to the eccentric
billionaire, Mr. Troy Phelan.
His curt encounters with his
now estranged family really
made me examine my current
relationships, and to analyze my
values in life.

I figured it would be a great
idea, as the President of the
Board of the Friends, to put
that same analytical questioning
to work for the Bethel
University Library. Why do we
do what we do? What kind of
legacy do we want to leave for
future generations?
After graduating from
Bethel in December of 2009
I have found myself thirsty
for learning – be it academic,
cultural, experiential or
otherwise. The Friends of
the Library’s main goal is to
promote lifelong learning for
everyone! Not just for students.
What kind of legacy do we,
as friends of the library, want
to leave? We want to leave a
legacy of constantly growing;
of bettering ourselves and
consequentially humanity; to
learn our whole lives; and to
encourage others to do so, too.
Reading The Testament and
seeing how Troy Phelan treated
his family saddened me. He

Library Footnotes

Friends of the Bethel University Library is an
alliance of people dedicated to improving the
resources of the Library. Among Friends is
published twice a year.

jumped over every hurdle to
ensure none of his legitimate
children received a dime. It’s a
gloomy outlook on life. But it’s
the actions of the Friends of the
Library and your magnanimous
efforts that remind me that
there are still selfless givers in
the world.
Thank you for your
continued commitment to
lifelong giving, in yourself and
in others. Thank you for your
generosity in giving. And thank
you for the legacy you are
leaving behind.

scroll down, you get into more
specialized things like subject
databases. So far, the statistics
on page clicks have shown that
even these lower portions of
the page are getting well-used.
What do our library
users think?
A part of the design process
that’s so obvious it is often
overlooked is to test it out and
adapt. To test different parts

Board Members
President: Calvin Konop
Vice President: Eric Gossett
Secretary: Holly Pierson
Treasurer: Earleen Warner
Carole Cragg
Rosalie Huston
Ann Gannon
John Lawyer
Rhonda Gilbraith
		
Editor: Will Keillor
Layout: Ann Gannon
For more information contact Calvin Konop
at 763-226-5425 or Edwardo002@gmail.com

of our website design, we have
user testing sessions in which
about 5-7 people try out some
tasks using the site. Problems
with the design surface
depressingly quickly! In spite of
areas of persistent confusion, it
is heartening to also see tasks
that many students couldn’t
reliably complete before go off
without a hitch.

New Library Staff Welcomed
April Youngblood joined the staff in July as the Serials
Supervisor.
Kaylin Creason became the new Acquisitions/
Interlibrary Loan Coordinator in October.
Fun fact: Both April and Kaylin are former BU Library
student workers!
Fond Farewell
In August the Library bid adieu to Verena Getahun
(Acquisitions/Interlibrary Loan Coordinator) as she
embarked on a new adventure-- attending the University of
Michigan’s School of Information.
Published Author
Scott Kaihoi (Library Specialist in the Reference Dept.)
published the following article:
Kaihoi, S. (2014). Christian librarians and the Library Bill
of Rights: A survey of opinions and professional practice. The
Christian Librarian, 57(1), 37-54.
Perfect Prize
Erica Ross (Circulation Manager) won a “little
free library” (http://littlefreelibrary.org/)
in a drawing at the 2014 Minnesota Library
Association Conference. A perfect pairing!

Bethel University Library
3900 Bethel Drive
St. Paul, MN 55112

Why Design Matters (continued from page 1)
things like books, ebooks,
music, videos, scholarly
articles, journals, and so on.
When someone clicks on one
of those options, they are taken
to a page where that search
process is (hopefully) clarified.
This is our attempt to provide
simplicity to users as they enter
the site, and to later add some
complexity at the point when it
may be most helpful.
Likewise, the homepage
page is designed so that as you
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Visit the Bethel University Library’s website
at: www.bethel.edu/library

Friends Can Give Online!

www.bethel.edu/giving/bethel-fund
Designate “Friends of the BU Library”
in the “Other” category
Or you can find our membership
form at www.bethel.edu/library/
libraries-collections/university/
friends/membership-form
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Where Good Ideas Make ALl The Difference
By David Stewart
Director of Libraries

...visions and
plans are
important, but
depend more than
anything on a
continual supply
of good ideas.

The late Maya Angelou is
supposed to have said that
“You can’t use up creativity.
The more you use, the more
you have.” Working at BUL
helps me to believe that this
is absolutely and completely
true.
When I was interviewed for
my current position as Bethel’s
Director of Libraries, I was
asked to give a presentation
outlining my “vision for
library services in the 21st
Century”: an excellent and
worthy topic. But I tackled
it in an unconventional way,
saying that visions and plans are
important, but depend more
than anything on a continual
supply of good ideas. Creativity,
in other words. And I love and
deeply appreciate the library’s
resourcefulness. Whether we
are faced with an opportunity
or a challenge, it seems that as
soon as a few people put their
heads together, the ideas are
there, along with the initiative
to put those ideas to work.

we want our users to know
this new resource is there, and
to use it as adventurously as
possible, and this was a vivid
way to start getting the word
out.
Celebrating National
Poetry Month this past April,
the library hosted an event
featuring poetry recitations
by faculty, performances
of poetry-set-to-music by
students from Bethel’s Music
Department, short dramatic
presentations, etc. This is a
great idea almost any time, but
to pull something like this off
at a time in the academic year
when things are at their busiest
is even more wonderful.
Welcoming our student
workers in September: perhaps
more than many libraries,
BUL’s services depend heavily
on having a large contingent
of energetic, well-trained,
trustworthy and cheerful

student workers. To get the
year off on the right foot, our
staff hosts a fun event early in
the fall term. Over the years,
a cycle of themed events has
been carefully developed:
Olympics, The Oscars, Family
Feud, Murder Mystery, etc.
It’s a lot of work, and a lot
of fun getting these events
planned well, and the effect
on the students is something
to behold: they feel welcome,
valued, and fortunate to be
working with us - exactly how
we want them to feel.
Other examples abound.
And here’s what it all adds
up to: I once heard a certain
governing body described as
“the place where good ideas go
to die.” But at BUL, creativity,
expressed in good ideas, is
a vital part of our DNA, a
resource we never want to take
for granted, or stop cultivating.

Some examples?
Marketing of Summon, the
new discovery tool we rolled
out in the spring, which has
already gotten rave reviews for
making it easier to find more,
and better, resources. A couple
of staff came up with a Harry
Potter themed event to raise
awareness among students:

BUL Library staff and student workers celebrate our new Summon
tool with Harry Potter “Accio Resources” bubble wands.
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A Hive of Activity
By David Stewart
Director of Libraries
Hands-down, the most
conspicuous change to
Bethel’s campus at the
moment is the Wellness
Center project. But other,
more subtle changes have
been taking shape as well,
right inside the library.
Let me explain:
• a couple of years ago,
the former AV space (to
the right as you enter the
library) was de-junked
and re-purposed to be

the service point for
Teaching and Learning
Technology;

reference desk.
We’re excited
to explore ways
of using our
spaces in this
way, to provide
the best services
possible to our
users, and to
make the most of
the synergy that’s
available when
separate-but-related services
are well-aligned.
The library’s footprint
has stayed the same (or even
gotten a bit smaller!) while
Bethel’s student populations
have grown dramatically

• this past fall we offered
space to CAPS/GS’s
Academic Resource
Center. This provides a
much more accessible
location for vital liaison
and support services
to this part of our
community;
• Bethel’s Information
Technology Services
helpdesk will shortly be
launching a service point
adjacent to the library

since the move to Arden
Hills several decades ago.
I’m pleased that we’ve
continued to find strategic
ways to be resourceful and
collaborative in how we use
our available spaces.

Looking for a Good Read?
We’re always on the lookout for a good book, audio or movie. We surveyed our staff and board members for what they’ve been
reading, listening to and watching. Here are their recommendations:
Ann Gannon

Eric Gossett

Bellwether by Connie
Willis. Goodreads.com
describes this novella as a
story where “pop culture,
chaos theory and matters of the heart
collide.” And The GirlWith All the Gifts by
M.R. Carey. Slate reviewer Torie Bosch
describes this recent novel as being “like
Roald Dahl’s Matilda but with zombies.”
(Www.slate.com)

April Youngblood

Administrative Services

Friends Board Member

Henning Mankell’sWallander
Season 1: http://
www.hulu.com/
wallander-2005.
Season 2 & 3: https://www.netflix.
com. This Swedish TV (English subtitles)
highlights the stark beauty of the southern
coast of Sweden and the brooding
personality of a career policeman who has
seen too much.

Gene Kenney

Technology Specialist

The Hot Zone:The Terrifying
True Story of the Origins of the EbolaVirus
by Richard Preston.This non-fiction
thriller is based on the author’s 1992
NewYorker article “Crisis in the Hot Zone.” It discusses
the history of filoviruses and speculates on the origins of
AIDS and other viruses of this class, including Ebola.

Serials Supervisor

Serial, a podcast from
the creators of This
American Life hosted
by Sarah Koenig.
http://serialpodcast.org/. This
podcast series follows, over the course
of a broadcast season, the true story of
the 1999 murder of a Baltimore high
school senior.

Holly Pierson

Friends Secretary

Anna and the French Kiss by Stephanie Perkins.
Holly says, ”For fans of young adult novels set in
foreign boarding schools, this novel is guaranteed
to delight! Anna Oliphant finds herself in a Parisian
boarding school for her senior year, away from her friends, family
and crush at home in Atlanta. With no friends in France and no
understanding of the French language, Anna wonders how she’ll
survive- until she meets Etienne St. Clair.”
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What Will Your Legacy Be?
By Calvin Konop
President of the Friends

The Friends of
the Library’s main
goal is to promote
lifelong learning
for everyone! Not
just for students.

What kind of legacy do I
want to leave behind? That’s a
question that I’ve been asking
myself a lot lately. I’ve been
reading The Testament by John
Grisham, and the premise is
that a billionaire leaves behind
a large fortune, as well as an
international company, to a sole
heir: an illegitimate child that
no lawyer or family member
has heard of.
John Grisham writes a
pretty riveting tale and has kept
my attention by adding a lot of
the subtlety of human nature
that so many authors overlook.
Within the first 50 pages
of the book you’ve met and
said goodbye to the eccentric
billionaire, Mr. Troy Phelan.
His curt encounters with his
now estranged family really
made me examine my current
relationships, and to analyze my
values in life.

I figured it would be a great
idea, as the President of the
Board of the Friends, to put
that same analytical questioning
to work for the Bethel
University Library. Why do we
do what we do? What kind of
legacy do we want to leave for
future generations?
After graduating from
Bethel in December of 2009
I have found myself thirsty
for learning – be it academic,
cultural, experiential or
otherwise. The Friends of
the Library’s main goal is to
promote lifelong learning for
everyone! Not just for students.
What kind of legacy do we,
as friends of the library, want
to leave? We want to leave a
legacy of constantly growing;
of bettering ourselves and
consequentially humanity; to
learn our whole lives; and to
encourage others to do so, too.
Reading The Testament and
seeing how Troy Phelan treated
his family saddened me. He

Library Footnotes

Friends of the Bethel University Library is an
alliance of people dedicated to improving the
resources of the Library. Among Friends is
published twice a year.

jumped over every hurdle to
ensure none of his legitimate
children received a dime. It’s a
gloomy outlook on life. But it’s
the actions of the Friends of the
Library and your magnanimous
efforts that remind me that
there are still selfless givers in
the world.
Thank you for your
continued commitment to
lifelong giving, in yourself and
in others. Thank you for your
generosity in giving. And thank
you for the legacy you are
leaving behind.
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specialized things like subject
databases. So far, the statistics
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even these lower portions of
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that’s so obvious it is often
overlooked is to test it out and
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of our website design, we have
user testing sessions in which
about 5-7 people try out some
tasks using the site. Problems
with the design surface
depressingly quickly! In spite of
areas of persistent confusion, it
is heartening to also see tasks
that many students couldn’t
reliably complete before go off
without a hitch.

New Library Staff Welcomed
April Youngblood joined the staff in July as the Serials
Supervisor.
Kaylin Creason became the new Acquisitions/
Interlibrary Loan Coordinator in October.
Fun fact: Both April and Kaylin are former BU Library
student workers!
Fond Farewell
In August the Library bid adieu to Verena Getahun
(Acquisitions/Interlibrary Loan Coordinator) as she
embarked on a new adventure-- attending the University of
Michigan’s School of Information.
Published Author
Scott Kaihoi (Library Specialist in the Reference Dept.)
published the following article:
Kaihoi, S. (2014). Christian librarians and the Library Bill
of Rights: A survey of opinions and professional practice. The
Christian Librarian, 57(1), 37-54.
Perfect Prize
Erica Ross (Circulation Manager) won a “little
free library” (http://littlefreelibrary.org/)
in a drawing at the 2014 Minnesota Library
Association Conference. A perfect pairing!
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Why Design Matters (continued from page 1)
things like books, ebooks,
music, videos, scholarly
articles, journals, and so on.
When someone clicks on one
of those options, they are taken
to a page where that search
process is (hopefully) clarified.
This is our attempt to provide
simplicity to users as they enter
the site, and to later add some
complexity at the point when it
may be most helpful.
Likewise, the homepage
page is designed so that as you
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friends/membership-form
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Friends of the Bethel
University Library
Membership for 2013-2014

Membership Levels / Annual Dues
Student
□ $10		
Supporting* □ $25		
Sustaining* □ $50-$100

Patron*
Lifetime**

□ $250
□ $1,000

* Sustaining, Patron & Lifetime levels can be joint membership for couples
** Lifetime membership may be paid over a period of up to 5 years

□ Renewing Member

□ New Member

_______________________________________________________________
Name
_______________________________________________________________
Street 						
Apt.
_______________________________________________________________
City				
State		
Zip
(______)________________________________________________________
Phone
_______________________________________________________________
Email (Please include!)

□

Check here if you would like to check out up to 25 items with a 		
Friends of the BU Library card

Bookplate Options
For each $25 donation, you may have a bookplate placed in a new book.
□ “A Gracious Donation of...”________________________________________
				
Please print your name
□ “In Honor of...”_________________________________________________
				
Please print name
□ “In Memory of...” _______________________________________________
				
Please print name
(Please use another sheet of paper if more space is needed.)

Place bookplates in book(s) in the following area(s) of study:
□ No Preference 				
□ Bible/Theology/Religion 			
□ Math and Science 			

□ Arts and Humanities
□ Health Sciences
□ Social Sciences

□ Other________________________________________________________

Payment Options
□

Online at www.bethel.edu/giving/
(Choose “Donate Today” and follow the prompts, designate “Other” and enter
Friends of BU Library in the blank)

□

Check payable to Bethel University

Mail to: Friends of the Bethel University Library
		
3900 Bethel Drive
		
St. Paul, MN 55112

□ VISA □ MasterCard
						

$___________________
Amount Charged

_________________________________________________________
Acct #						

Expiration Date

_______________________________________________________________
Name on Card
_______________________________________________________________
Signature
_______________________________________________________________
Billing Address Street
_______________________________________________________________
City
		
State
Zip
(______)________________________________________________________
Telephone

Payroll deduction is available for Bethel Employees:
□ Check here if you would like us to send a payroll deduction
form to you

